Abstract
Introduction
The large number of existing documents and the production of a multitude of new ones every year raise important issues in efficient handling, retrieval and storage of these documents and the information which they contain. This has led to the emergence of research domains dealing with the recognition of the constituent elements of documents and automatic analyses of the overall physical and logical structures of documents by computers. As a compact and efficient way to present relational information, tables are used frequently in many documents.
In our previous research [12] , we built an automatic table ground truth generation system. We detected table structure by background analysis and a statistical validation procedure. In our recent research, we improved its table identification performance by incorporating optimization methods.
In the current table identification research, some of them were based on predefined table layout structure ( [1] , [9] ) or relied on complex heuristics which were based on local analysis( [4] ). Although an algorithm( [8] ) is based on machine learning method, the classifier design and feature are only limited in single column or row. A dynamic programming table identification algorithm was given in [3] . It detected tables based on computing an optimal partitioning of a document into some number of tables. Because it is ASCII text based, it cannot fully make use of document image information when applied to document images. [5] presents an optimization algorithm so-called Document Image Decoding(DID) method. It patterned after the use of hidden Markov models in speech recognition. It estimated the original message, given the observed image, by finding the a posteriori probability using a Viterbi-like dynamic programming algorithm. Recently, a DID-based algorithm so-called turbo decoding( [10] ) was an example which implemented DID idea to document layout analysis. However, no experimental result has ever been reported on real images.
Our previous table detection work is a background based, coarse to fine table detection algorithm. It is probability based. However, it only has one step. It determined the table candidates by finding the socalled large horizontal blank blocks [11] and statistically validated if it is a real table entity. Its one-step nature made it difficult to reach a high accuracy detection results. Figure 1 shows its two failed examples. One is a false alarm example and the other is a misdetection example. The goal of our current research is to use optimization method to improve table detection results. We defined the table detection as a probability optimization problem. Not only did we consider measurement probability on table entities, but we computed the probabilities of separators and text blocks. An iterative updating method was used to optimize the page segmentation probability. We improved the accuracy rates in our testing data set. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give the problem statement in Section 2. In Section 6, we present our algorithm details. Experimental results are then reported in Section 4 and we conclude with our future directions in Section 5.
Problem Statement
Let be a set of block entities. Let ¡ be a set of content labels, such as 
, that maximizes the probability:
By making the assumption of conditional independence that when the label
is known no knowledge of other labels will alter the probability of § " ! , we can decompose the probability in
and vertical distance
between them are defined as
The horizontal overlap 
The neighbor set is defined as 
Maximizing probability in Equation 1 is equivalent to maxmizing item (a) and item (b) in Equation 2. Our table detection system works as follows: we used our early research [12] to get preliminary table detection results. Then we adjust the labeling by monotonically maximizing the probability until no improvement can be made. Figure 5 shows the our algorithm diagram. Given a labelled page, first we will estimate its probability. For each table, we will consider several adjustments, which are to keep it as a table, to grow the table to include its upper/lower neighbor, to merge the table with its upper/lower neighbor and label it as text block. For each table, we compute the new probability under such adjustments. We select the adjustment which produces the biggest improvement upon the initial page segmentation probability. Repeat this process until no improvement can be made. We will give the details to compute the probabilities in the following.
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Table Measurement Probability
To facilitate . Denote the set of 
Text Block Measurement Probability
A text block usually has homogeneous inter-line spacing and certain alignment type. Given a detected text block £ , we compute the probability that £ has homogeneous leading, and certain type of text alignment. According to Liang et. al.'s work [7] , we compute text block measurement probability as §
By making the assumption of conditional independence, we can rewrite the above equation as
be an extracted block. . Then, we compute the probability of £ being left, center, right, or both justified by observing the mean absolute deviation of the left, center and right edges, §
Experimental Results
Our testing data set has £ ¥ ¤ ¦ £ for detected table related entities. The algorithm performance evaluation can be done by solving the correspondence problem between the two sets. Performance metrics developed in [6] can be directly computed in each rectangular layout structure set. The performance evaluation was done on cell level. The numbers and percentages of miss, false, correct, splitting, merging and spurious detections on real data set and on the whole data set are shown in Table 1 . Compared with our early work [12] , we improved the detection result rates from
in the whole data set. For the real data set, we improved the detection result rates from 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we formulated table detection problem in the whole page segmentation framework. We tried to improve table detection result by optimizing the whole page segmentation probability, including table entities and text block entities. We used iterative updating method to incrementally optimize the probability. We implemented our algorithm and tested on a data set which includes £ % ¤ ¦ £ § ¥ © document pages with £ ¤ ¥ table cell entities. Among them, © % ¥ © pages are real data from different business and law books. Another © % ¥ pages are synthetic data generated using the method stated in Wang et. al. [12] . Our experimental results demonstrated the correctness of our proposed algorithm.
As shown in Figure 4 (d), our current table decomposition algorithm needs to be refined. We will develop a statistical based table decomposition algorithm. Our formulation has the potential to be useful to other more general page segmentation problems, for example, to segment text, figure and images, etc. We will study it in the future. Figure 5 shows the our algorithm diagram. Given a labelled page, first we will estimate its probability. For each table, we will consider several adjustments, which are to keep it as a table, to grow the table to include its upper/lower neighbor, to merge the table with its upper/lower neighbor and label it as text block. For each table, we compute the new probability under such adjustments. We select the adjustment which produces the biggest improvement upon the initial page segmentation probability. Repeat this process until no improvement can be made. The details of the algorithm are described as below.
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